Leave airport and take A338 towards Murcia/A70/A7-E15

At first roundabout it most of the way around to exit to Murcia/Granada/A70/A7 (sign in blue)

Continue on road for 1min until road splits to joint motorway. You need A70/A7 towards Murcia/Granada/Almeria NOT Alicante (which is other direction)

Continue on A70 which changes to A7 in a few miles without you noticing or needing to do anything. And changes to 3 lanes.

Continue on three lane section for approximately 10 mins until the motorway splits in the A7-E15 (free road) and AP7 (pay road) at approximately. You need to continue on the A7 towards Murcia.

Continue on A7 and you will reach Murcia where there are speed restrictions down to 100 and 80 Kms/hr. You will see a stadium and lots of shopping centres and lights.

After about 30 mins of driving the road merges with the A30 and changes to 3 lanes. No need to do anything. About 2 mins after this the A30 and A7 split, except you actually need to turn off onto the A7 (which is confusing as you are already on it!) It is sign posted Granada/Almeria/Lorca (A7 – E15)

Continue on A7-E15 our junction is just after ELPOZO which you will see to your right.
Our junction is 601 towards Mazzaron/ Cartagena /Alhama de Murcia on the **RM2**

The junction has two exits and you need B and NOT A.

NOT THIS EXIT – the one after

Finally after a few mins you exit onto RM603 (**RM23**) at 4kms

Second exit is to **Condado de Alhama**

Condado de Alhama, Alhama de Murcia :